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ILLIAM CASLON is regarded as the
English type-founder par excellence.
His old-style design is still a favourite
amongst traditional stylists, and one of the mostcopied faces; versions seem to have appeared
from several of the leading type foundries, and
the one shown here is a computer variation by
TTF which like many modern re-cuttings, is
much more regular and less idiosyncratic than
the original. The slight variations in slopes and
weights of letters make the original much less
anonymous. The original also had swash variation designs for several capital letters, to add a
touch of decoration, and the italic Q in this text
is very subdued compared to the original (shown
right). Caslon’s original advertising samples were
in Latin, using a text that started Quosque… and
the very fancy Q may well have been as much an
advertising gimmick as a personal touch of extravagance.
Caslon trained as a metal engraver of decoration on guns, and came into type founding
through cutting some metal tools for bookbinding. His work was noticed, and as a result he was
funded by a leading printer and others, who were
unhappy with the type designs of the time, to establish his own foundry in 1720. Within ten
years, it had become the leading foundry in the
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country, because of the quality of his work, and
justifying the judgement that had led his backers
to lend him a fortune. Apart from the various sizes
of his Roman, he also cut several highly-esteemed
exotic (non-Roman) faces.
Caslon’s style of lettering was influenced by
Dutch styles: the best types in use then were imported from the continent. His is now one of the
classic examples of the group of designs known as
Old Style, where the emphasis of the heavy strokes
is angled slightly, and carrying on the traditional
shapes little altered since the Roman face had
largely superceded the Black Letter. Baskerville &
Bell in the late 18th century brought in a more
regular letter, with a more upright emphasis, and
then at the start of the 19th Century the emphasis become strictly vertical, with greater contrast
between thicks and thins in faces by Bodoni & Didot. These latter were a very obvious sudden
change, and were known as Modern, with Baskerville & Bell in consequence later known as Transitional style.
After Caslon’s death, several generations of
the family continued to run the firm, until it was
ultimately absorbed with other firms into Stephenson Blake & Co, who with Stevens Shanks &
Co were the last traditional English type founders
left by the end of the 20th century.

Part of one of Caslon’s original specimen sheets,
near original size.
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